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Welcome + Introductions



Our Focus

In this webinar, you'll discover how 
an evidence-based approach to 

classroom walkthroughs and formal 
observations can lead to massive 

improvements in teaching and 
organizational performance.



What We’ll Explore

• Why "evidence" often has negative connotations to teachers—and 
what leaders with high emotional intelligence are doing differently
• How to respond to sub-par teaching when you aren't sure the teacher 

has the capacity to do better in the short term
• The key document that aligns everyone's expectations for excellent 

teaching practice, school- and district-wide
• How classroom walkthroughs can contribute to your formal 

evaluations, even if they're not officially allowed as evidence
• How to articulate a growth pathway with subject-specific pedagogy 

rubrics, so every teacher can teach like your best teachers



Why Are You Here?

What are YOU committed to that 
prompted you to be here today? 



The Evidence-Driven 
Leadership Cycle
How leaders get better feedback to inform strategy



The SER Cycle

Strategy

ExecutionResults



The Trouble with 
StrategyàExecutionàResults
•Loose coupling
•Overlapping initiatives
•Lagging indicators—delay
•Noise & confounding variables
•Numbers don’t tell the whole story

#1 risk: loss of coherence



The Executive Thought Leader



PrincipalCenter.com/roundtable



The Evidence-Driven Leadership Cycle

Strategy

LeadershipEvidence



The Executive Thought Leader

• The best way to create coherence for your 
organization is to make evidence-driven decisions
• The best way to make evidence-driven decisions is to 

give yourself regular access to firsthand information 
about practice
• The best place to get firsthand information about 

practice is…



Go and See
How informal classroom visits inform everything else leaders do



500 Classroom Visits a Year 



7 Elements of the High-Performance 
Instructional Leadership Model
1. Frequent
2. Brief
3. Substantive
4. Open-Ended
5. Evidence-Based
6. Criterion-Referenced
7. Conversation-Oriented

Sample chapter: SolutionTree.com/21days



Go and See

PrincipalCenter.com/GoAndSee



Organizational Learning
The missing link from classroom observations to school improvement



Big-Picture Evidence



School Improvement Decisions



Coherence & The Executive Thought Leader

• As a leader, your job is to synthesize the many options for
improvement into a coherent plan
• There are many “thought leaders” with books you can read and 

implement
• Your job is to be the thought leader in charge of implementation—the

Executive Thought Leader 



Evidence of Practice
Being honest about the facts without putting teachers on the defensive



The Forensic Frame

• The word “evidence” inherently has a “forensic” feel to it
• The implied question is “Evidence…of what?” Guilt?
• Usually evidence means you’re a suspect—we have to be careful 

about this connotation
• We can frame evidence more positively as “an example of practice” 

according to a model…if we have a model



Asking Better Questions

• “Are you competent—yes or no?” isn’t a very good question, 
but that’s the implied question of the entire teacher 
evaluation process
•We can ask much better questions if we start with the 

evidence, and get the teacher to be our guide to interpreting 
it
• “I noticed that __. Talk to me about __.”



10 Questions for Better Feedback

PrincipalCenter.com/feedback



Dealing with Mediocrity
Helping teachers improve when they’ve shown little capacity to improve



The Unsustainable Dog & Pony Show

•People can put on a good show in the short 
term, but revert to their baseline when they 
aren’t being watched
•Traditional supervision has a very limited ability 
to change teacher practice



Short-Term Changes In Response to 
Supervision & Scrutiny
•More detailed lesson planning
•More positive classroom management
•More energetic teaching
• Trying new techniques once or twice

Often we see increased conscientiousness when we 
increase scrutiny…but practice doesn’t change.



3 Types of Feedback for Changing Practice

•Change teacher behavior with directive feedback
•Change teacher thinking with reflective feedback
•Change teachers’ working conditions with 
reflexive feedback



When Teachers Lack Capacity

• They’re doing SOMETHING. They’re working from a 
model, but we might not know what it is.
•Often our frustration is that we want them to be 

working from a different model, but approach it 
behaviorally. They can emulate new behaviors short-
term, but revert to their model quickly. 
• To really improve, teachers need a better model.



Discuss in Chat

How do you help teachers get a 
vision for how their teaching could 

be dramatically different? 



What We Must Give Up

• We can’t want teachers to want to be better
• We can’t want them to want to use a different approach
• Usually, we have a more ambitious, cutting-edge model in mind, but it 

requires a higher skill level than most people currently have
• With mediocre teachers, a clear, shared model is essential
• You can’t mandate what you can’t model for people
• Mediocre teachers need a clear growth pathway



Growth Pathways
Taking teaching from good to great with leveled, shared expectations



Rubrics as Growth Pathways

•What do I really want to see?
•What are most people doing?
•What are the stronger people doing?
•What are the struggling people doing? 
•Operationalize common sense
• Living document/work in progress—revise over time





When To Use Leveled Framework 
Language
•When taking notes in observations
• In feedback conversations
• In written communication—newsletters, etc.
• In formal evaluation documents
• In staff meetings, PLCs, and PD
• In goal-setting conferences
• In personal reflection on practice



Drafting An Instructional Framework—
How to Make a Rubric
1. Select a practice
2. Draft a list of key characteristics (NOT steps)
3. Plot each characteristic on the Evidence of Practice 

Grid
4. For each characteristic, draft descriptions of 4 levels 

of performance 
5. Use in feedback conversations + revise



1-Page Team Instructional Frameworks (TIFs)

• Identify a high-leverage practice
•Develop an ultra-specific rubric for that practice
•Use rubric when observing that practice
•Have ultra-specific feedback conversations





Have Teachers Develop Frameworks



Moving Your Team Forward
Three programs for evidence-driven leadership



3 Programs for Evidence-Driven Leadership

•Repertoire feedback app + Instructional 
Leadership Association
•High-Performance Instructional Leadership 
Certification Program
•Organizational Learning Intensive



The Instructional Leadership Association

PrincipalCenter.com/ilsa



7 Elements of the High-Performance 
Instructional Leadership Model
1. Frequent
2. Brief
3. Substantive
4. Open-Ended
5. Evidence-Based
6. Criterion-Referenced
7. Conversation-Oriented

Sample chapter: SolutionTree.com/21days



Organizational Learning Intensive

Discover how to create sustainable 
improvement by following the Evidence-
Driven Roadmap for Change:
• Find Your Bearings
• Map The Improvement
• Help People Change at the Right Time
• Get Close to the Work
• Protect & Accelerate the Work
• Learn through Evidence-Driven Inquiry



High-Performance Instructional Leadership 
Certification Program

Change teacher practice through evidence-driven
feedback:
1. The Power of Professional Conversation 
2. High-Performance Habits for Getting Into 

Classrooms
3. The Classroom Connection: Understanding 

Instructional Improvement
4. Seeing Deeper with Learning Dynamics™
5. The Power of A Shared Instructional 

Framework
6. Gathering, Discussing, and Using Evidence 

from Classroom Observations
7. High-Performance Formal Evaluations
8. Go and See: Fueling Organizational Learning



The Roundtable

For principal supervisors, e.g.
•Superintendents
•Executive Directors
•Heads of School

PrincipalCenter.com/roundtable



Navigator School Membership

•All of our programs for everyone on your team
•Repertoire app
• Simple per-student pricing (125+ students)



Navigator Individual Membership

• Includes all of our programs
•$2376 or 24 payments of $99
•No expiration—lifetime membership
• Travels with you throughout your career

Register at
PrincipalCenter.com/navigator-individual-register



Roundtable District Membership

•Navigator membership for every school site
•Per-student pricing for district license
•Direct consultation for senior leadership team
•Participation in monthly Roundtable calls

January call: Friday 1/17 with Douglas Reeves, PhD



New Year Bonus

•Register your school or district for 
Navigator/Roundtable
•Membership starts immediately
•5+ months free—lasts through July 1, 2021

Schedule a call: JustinsCalendar.com



Your Plan for 2021 and Beyond

Schedule a Consultation:
JustinsCalendar.com


